6 rules for a young teacher
Over the last celebration of the graduates of pedagogical universities, and the brave students who have chosen the path of teaching, rushed to the
conquest teachers ' vertices. They are young, energetic, enthusiastic, and not yet gone maximalism. Happy to undertake complex tasks, try to delve
into the characteristics of the device selected educational institutions.
However, with the beginning of the new school year during a work activity becomes more passionate. In this difficult time, a young teacher can
make mistakes, which in the future may result in fairly big trouble.

1. No need to be afraid of children
Novice teachers typically do not have experience with pupils of different ages. Therefore, it is very important to choose a certain demeanor with
children. You need to have a clear picture of what teacher you would like to look in the eyes of students. No need to hesitate or babble — speech
should be clear with clear accents. You can't hide or look away — eye contact is essential for custom research paper writing services successful
networking. It is recommended not to slouch, to hide hands in pockets or to show other aspects of uncertain behavior. If students feel your fear
from the first class, it might be the beginning of a very complex relationship between students and teacher.
(source: WikiArt)
When I came to school, the Director of studies on educational work, gave this advice: "don't let them sense your fear." Sounds a bit strange and
exaggerated, but it was very useful to me. I distinctly remember my first lesson: heart pounding, his voice cracked, the palm was wet with
excitement. I totally forgot even his own name. But that phrase is an experienced teacher about the fear wouldn't let me shamefully to desert from
the office. I straightened her back, cleared his throat,raised his head, took a deep breath and launched the first batch of students in the class. They
sat curiously staring at me.
Their eyes carefully scanned my every move. Children, by the way, is excellent, but very violent psychologists.

It might be interesting:
I worked as a teacher of the second shift in 18 years
I sighed and started to speak confidently. In the head hard climbing analogy about the negotiator with the terrorists — I also politely but firmly put
forward demands. We immediately set the rules: do not test my patience to the test. Three observations about their behavior diary on the table.
Two warnings — write review for parents. If further continues the fun in the classroom — then I put "a couple" after the test of the question of
narrated material. And none of the students had never had complaints if I carried out further such actions — they first do agree.
But I was not confined to the requirements — it would be destructive. We came to a compromise: they will always be able to come to me, and to
retake the material, correcting their estimates. Moreover, I promised that at any time the school will be able to explain the material, if there is
something they do not understand. The demand greatly increased at the end of the quarter, but the offense almost wasn't.

2. Don't be afraid to make mistakes
A teacher is not a robot and not a machine. Do not just try to convince the disciples of his full righteousness and infallibility. At the moment of
meeting in class and the reading of names in advance apologize to the children for being able to pronounce them correctly. Also it is impossible to
perceive "hostility", if one of your players makes a comment on the teaching material. Teach them to justify their point of view.
If you long to bend the line, get the full box.
The young teacher have enough stress — no need to exacerbate that reputation will be spoiled someone's offended by recommendations in the
style of "Yes, what is the teacher — she knows nothing!". No need to stubbornly show pupils that you are older and know more than them. This
will cause a negative and very natural desire to prove the opposite.
If suddenly someone starts to bully during class about the material, listen to him politely and ask them to defend their point of view. The child will
feel that he is treated as an equal and he will not have the desire to confrontation.

3. Show respect
You will not be respected if you behave disrespectfully. Do not show disdain or arrogance, do not shout themselves hoarse — you will not hear.
Only a clear polite and reasoned speech, as if you were talking to adults. Don't forget about such wonderful words as "thank you" and "please."
You should not invest all their requests in the imperative form.
I had Tom, a fifth-grade student. He was a freshman who had missed out on family leave for the first two weeks of school. Accordingly, when he
came to school, it was stress. For all. Artem looked larger than his peers, but in mental development slightly inferior to the others. He desperately
wanted his adopted classmates and teachers. When this happens, the poor boy found very radical methods to attract attention from complete
disregard of the comments before throwing their classmates their own vomit.

(source: Pinterest)
The teacher put him on the cross, his parents practically lived in the school, and classmates are carefully avoided him. I admit, at first it was for me
to talk to him in the classroom and to explain what is possible and what is not. On a whim, I broke on shout. But intuitively understood that this
strengthens the wall of misunderstanding. And I started to talk to him like a grown-up: "Tom, please move somewhere else please".
Politeness really does wonders. The child obediently got up and straddled.
"Tom, please be a little quieter, I'm very tired and my head hurts," he nodded and fell silent. Then he started to give me his drawings were always
polite and were not afraid to come to ask something. I was the only teacher in the school who never called his parents and complained to the head
teacher or other teachers.

4. Keep your distance
6 most harmful teaching habits
Don't get too close with the students. Immediately after graduation, as a rule, the age difference is small, especially for high school students.
Remember that many of your actions and words can be altered and shared with other teachers, administrators or parents in a completely distorted
form. Cannot be closed with the students in the study, the door better stay open.
To avoid students is not worth it — it may deter children. Know your limits and choose a middle ground.
Now schools learn a variety of children from different families. There are also some very religious people who have their own perception of
morality. Was among my students, Grisha, who was the son of a parishioner of the local Church. The boy went to school with a Bible and instead
of repeating material, preferred prayer, what mother indulged in every possible way. As a result, the us steadily went 5-6 pairs in each quarter. But
mom didn't believe that prayers work worse done the homework, so, in her opinion, were to blame for all teachers.
(source: Pinterest)
Got me... collarbone! I did not allow myself to be too open things, but the Bateau neckline seemed Grishina mother too deep. Evaluation of the
offspring she the Director of the school argued as follows: "smiles, jokes and clavicle our new teacher light a fire in the loins son, and he can't
concentrate". The conversation passed from mouth to mouth, giving rise to a lot of gossip and not very adequate judgments, IStream nerves pretty.

5. Don't believe everything in the word
No matter how cute, sweet and innocent, neither were the disciples at first glance, it is impossible to believe in the word. Any actions
podstrahovyvayas the diary entries, duplicating them in electronic magazine. Especially when it comes to repair estimates. When identifying
problems with a particular child immediately notifies parents about his "successes".
In the future it will save you from all sorts of complaints from parents and school administration.
I had a sixth-grade student Sasha. Quiet shy girl that always shyly lowered his eyes when I asked her. I've been off unintelligible answer about not
done their job hypertechnicality until my student teacher starts to become impudent eyes. Modesty did not prevent her to talk in class and write
notes, and the notebook remained almost pristine.
By the end of the second quarter and Sashenka came out two. Three weeks before the end of the semester, I started it to set the time for
mulligans. Gave extra homework. Having one foursome, Sasha calmed down and continued to do nothing. To the latest pulled with the evaluation,
believing that tomorrow it definitely will come. Never came. And couple mum was very surprised.
The story had a continuation, so we move on to the next item.

6. Track
Don't forget to drive all the data in the electronic magazine, place the evaluation in journal and paper magazine, do not give into the hands of
children in their tests and examinations. Keep a separate folder for each class and fold back the leaves with the works. At the parents ' meeting
give their parents.
The opinion of the student teaching or torment?
Sometimes it seems that compliance with paragraphs 5 and 6 a few borders on paranoia, because it is very difficult to combine sincerity,
enthusiasm, tireless energy and such a bureaucratic control. But in our time, when in the most absurd situations is to blame the teacher, it is better
to be reinsured once again.
Back to the story about Sasha. After my unsuccessful attempts to get the child to somehow learn, communicate with the class teacher and talk
about how important it is to make efforts, the girl still chose to do nothing at home and write review by transliteration (for example: she is a simple
English word "milk" wrote heavy "moloko"). When all time is expired, I have no regrets gave her a deuce in quarters.

Then it began... the Mother of the pupil turned my third quarter in hell. As it turned out, Sasha stubbornly threw out all leaflets with "test", tore the
page from the diary, always said to his mother that everything is in order and she copes with everything. For mom was a complete surprise that her
daughter has a pair in the quarter. With righteous indignation she went to the Director to require revision of the estimate of my qualifications and
consider the option of resignation.
Because of their inexperience, I prefer not to solve problems only with parents, and to negotiate with the students personally.
In addition, an e-magazine could fill in once a week, because access to it was only in the office of Informatics, which is not always convenient to
come. Now the school administration demanded the revision of the estimates, fearing for the statistics and reputation. My lessons started to come
to the Commission from RONO, the Director has decided to take control of the learning process. I had in front of the school for all the students to
pass her to check the lesson plans, painted to the smallest detail. For his cool attitude to the bureaucracy I'm paid in full.
(source: Pinterest)

It might be interesting:
"Pay a dollar, but sing a thousand": a monologue of the teacher unvarnished
I do not remember how many pills of Valerian was eaten, but it taught me the meticulous collection of every leaf with a dictionary dictation, each
sheet with a checklist, setting all the marks in the electronic journal, even those that are pencil in the journal. Had to develop immunity to the
grievances of students who had to explain to parents why "two pencil" is in the the electronic journal.
I finished pedagogical University just 3 years ago and I have very fresh memories of the first year of the teaching activities. If I someone said about
these simple rules, I have managed to avoid many of the problems that would significantly ease the beginning of my teaching life.
For the observance of all these rules sincerely wish you not to overdo it and keep the love of teaching. Not curstate soul ahead of time, kids at all
times need those who can instill a love of learning and to teach them basic skills of ethical behavior. Good luck!

